Sustainable
Studio

23-25 Great Sutton Street
London

The Approach

In 2008, JTP used the opportunity of their
lease expiry to relocate to a building where
they could apply their environmental
expertise to achieve an exemplary upgrade
of existing commercial stock. The key
aim was to maximise the opportunity of
the1920s warehouse accommodation by
embedding environmental sustainability
within the refurbishment works and the
office layout.
The brief for the office upgrade was
prepared with the full involvement of all
staff and was informed by Carbon Smart
recommendations. The refurbishment of
23-25 Great Sutton Street was funded by
a one-off capital investment by JTP. The
retrofit incorporates a variety of systems,
technologies and materials that substantially
reduce energy demand and emissions,
provide sustainable energy supply and
minimise both water usage and waste.
Staff visited during construction and a
full photographic record and diary was
kept. Upon occupation a ‘User Guide’ was
prepared for all staff and tenants, setting
out the initiatives and detailing ongoing
management. Documentation of the
process and achievements has encouraged
interest, increased awareness and effected
behavioural change.

The team at JTP stood out
through their use of innovative
technology and inspirational
design to create a truly
sustainable office environment.
They focused on the key
challenge within the built
environment of renovating existing
buildings, and demonstrated
their understanding of the issues
many businesses face today. The
result is an office environment
that delivers on all aspects of
sustainability.
Naomi Wells,
Commercial Director – BRE

Carbon Cutting Measures

Sustainable Transport
- secure cycle storage
- provision of showers, lockers and towels
- video conferencing facilities
- on-site water filter to replace delivered
spring water
Comfortable Working Environment
- no air conditioning
- natural ventilation through high level
windows with specially fitted handles and
winders
- main staircase acts as a passive stack to
draw hot air from the studios
- brise-soleil shading minimises summer
solar gain
- experimental techniques include using
renewables as brises-soleil (photovoltaic
panels at the top floor windows and
evacuated solar-thermal tubes at second
and third)
- innovative phase change material
(Energain) to absorb daytime
temperature gains
- maximisation of natural daylight through
spatial layout
- zoned lighting control

Measure No. 11
The environmental benefits of cycling
to work over driving are obvious,
but the fiscal saving over even public
transport is impressive too – in the
region of £1000 a year. This secure
store holds a small mortgage of bikes
– 36 to be precise.

Measure No. 25
At the top of the ‘chimney’ that is
the staircase, this vent, opened by a
handle and winch, ensures that the
current can continually flow through
the building by allowing the rising hot
air to escape. A breath of fresh air:
nothing could sum up our approach
to sustainability more effectively.

Measure No. 22

It’s at precisely 22°C that something special
begins to happen in this room: right above
your head, for there is more to this ceiling than
meets the eye. Behind the plasterboard is a
sealed panel containing paraffin wax. 22°C is
the temperature at which the wax begins to
turn into a liquid, absorbing heat as it does so,
and slowing the temperature rise by several
degrees. Conversely, when the temperature
drops below 18°C, the wax gives out heat
as it returns to its solid phase. This means
less heating and less air conditioning costs,
something that has both the accountants and
environmentalists eulogising lyrical.

To inform staff
and visitors of the
environmental
initiatives,
25 thoughtprovoking labels
are positioned
throughout the
office.

Carbon Cutting Measures

Micro-generation
- solar thermal panels pre-heat water for
all hot water requirements
- photovoltaic panels off-set the electric
requirements of the air conditioned
server room

Measure No. 21
The one room that must have a
guaranteed temperature, and hence
air conditioning, is the Server Room.
Six photovoltaic panels, 0.8 x 1.2
metres in size, provide enough
electricity to power at least a quarter
of this air conditioning. One thing is
seeing the light, but using it is
quite another.

Water Use Reduction
- WCs and shower rooms incorporate
spray taps and low flush toilets
- showers have grey water collection units
to recycle waste water for WCs
- showers are timer restricted to conserve
water

Measure No. 7
This toilet is flushed by ‘grey water’
collected and recycled from the
shower. At John Thompson &
Partners, we like putting the grey
matter to better and better use.

Waste Reduction
- waste management by eliminating
personal bins and maximising recycling
- waste management scheme during
construction including reuse of all doors
Reduction in Electricity Consumption
- presence detectors are fitted in rooms
that are not in constant occupation
- all electrical fittings and appliances are A
rated
- 100% renewable source electricity
supplier

Measure No. 1

A study of our carbon footprint at our
previous premises produced the alarming
discovery that our electricity consumption
accounted for some 85% of our effective
CO2 contribution. Our first and most radical
decision on moving here was to eliminate this
figure at a stroke. How?
By choosing to source our electricity from a
100% renewable supplier. Every joule, every
flicker of light comes from wind, sea and
biomass. It costs us more, but our view is
that the price of inaction is even greater.

Carbon Cutting Measures

Use of Green Materials
- the majority of materials used are Green
Guide Class A - renewable, recycled or
recyclable
- green insulation products include sheep’s
wool, ecowool (recycled plastic bottles)
and woodchip slabs
- meeting room finished in natural clay
plaster on woodwool boarding
- worktops made from recycled plastic
sheets derived from yoghurt pots

JTP have reduced their absolute
emissions by 14% over the
past year. This is a significant
achievement as the set equivalent
carbon reduction rate for
organisations based in OECD
(Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development)
countries is 2.5% p.a.
Carbon Smart Audit
March 2010

Measure No. 9

Instead of sending low-grade wool unusable
in textiles to the landfill – or worse, burning
it – why not use it to insulate buildings?
The equivalent of shearings from 43 sheep
lines this meeting room. It’s about the only
time you’ll find woolly thinking heartily
applauded at John Thompson & Partners.

Measure No. 13

A message in a bottle… or a batt? Our
unlikely Number 13 is the use of recycled
plastic bottles as a highly effective and very
environmentally friendly insulation material.
Finely shredded and made into a product called
Eco-wool, every tonne of the plastic bottles
recycled here saves one and a half tonnes of
carbon emissions.

Measure No. 14

This room is insulated with a wood-based
product made from sustainable forestry and
sawmill residue. The environmental argument
is that the CO2 removed from the atmosphere
during the growth of a tree (about 1 tonne,
replaced by 0.7 tonnes of oxygen) remains
stored in the insulation, whilst the replanted
trees continue to absorb CO2 from the
atmosphere. Heart warming, not
global warming.

Specific and Lasting Benefits
We monitor the environmental benefits
of our measures and have found some
impressive results since their introduction.
Sustainable Transport

Comfortable Working Environment

Cycle to work
In 2016 32% of staff cycled into work.

Lighting and ventilation
- Lights are rarely switched on during day
light hours.
- Natural daylight has eliminated the use of
desk lamps.
- Natural ventilation and the use of phase
change material have eliminated the need
for fans.

Pre-2008				
8% of staff cycled
Video conference
Recorded use of Skype and conference
call facilities (i.e. telecons booked in
meeting rooms) increased 15% in 2016
with 92 teleconference meetings recorded.
Improved communication has enabled
collaboration with three remote workers
(two overseas) to work and communicate
regularly. Skype is used regularly by
employees at their desk to enable
communication with China, Edinburgh, other
overseas clients / collaborators and those
working remotely.
Water
Water is not delivered.
Pre-2008 - 247 large bottles of water
delivered per year.

Sickness
In the twelve months prior to relocation, a
total of 461sick days were lost - representing
2.36% of total working days.
In the 12 months following the relocation,
sick days were reduced to 181days representing 1.52% of total working days.

Specific and Lasting Benefits

Micro-generation

Reduction in Electrical Consumption

Photovoltaics
1.056 megawatt hours generated.

Electrical usage*
October 2008 – October 2009
121 kWh/sqm
October 2007 – October 2008
228.4 kWh/sqm

Water Use Reduction
Water resources
Spray taps and low flush toilets use 50% less
water.
Waste Reduction
Prior to moving to Great Sutton Street JTP’s
non recyclable waste was sent to landfill.
Between October 2007 - September 2008
this amounted to a total of10.8 tonnes of
waste.
S ince moving to Great Sutton Street JTP
have used Fire Mile Recycling as our waste
and recycling suppler. Rather than sending
non-recycleable waste to landfill, First Mile
incinerate it to produce green energy.
JTP are one of First Miles Gold Standard
clients and in 2016 achieved a recycling rate
of 87%. This makes us amongst the top 200
companies in terms of recycling performance
out of First Mile’s 17,000 customers.

This represents a 50% reduction in
consumption.
Total annual electrical consumption
October 2008 – October 2009
96 megawatt hours
October 2007 – October 2008
117 megawatt hours
Despite the increase in the total area of
our office accommodation by 50% - from
5,643 sqft to 8,260 sq ft - total electrical
consumption has reduced by 18%.
*First year figures

Lessons Learned
and Future Plans
Dramatic reduction in carbon footprint can
be achieved through financially achievable
retrofit measures. It is possible to implement
fairly small and inexpensive measures, phased
over a period of time, that can have a
significant impact.
By auditing a building, measures can be
implemented in response to further reduce
carbon footprint year on year.
At our office, the review process is ongoing
with regular monitoring and auditing of
electrical, gas and water consumption and
waste generation. This information is shared
with staff and tenants to help meet our
annual targets on reducing this consumption
and waste year on year.

A ‘Garden Group’ were charged with
the greening of the southern façade and
staircase through vertical climbers and
planters to moderate the local temperature
and improve air quality.
Waste coffee grounds are recycled by First
Mile recycling and are taken to bio-bean’s
world first coffee recycling plant, where
they are converted into biomass pellets and
briquettes.
Secure and duplex printing is applied to all
user profiles to reduce paper wastage.
In 2016 / 2017 we commenced an
awareness campaign to reduce paper filing
and instead encourage digital filing. We
expect to see the benefits in 2018 onwards
when JTP moves to Pennington Street
Warehouse.

Spreading the Word

We have introduced our building to local
policy makers, shown our clients and
collaborators the new and innovative
green technologies, and opened the office
to the London Open House programme.
We consider our office to be a working
laboratory, where green and innovative
materials are tried and tested and where we
can lead by example.
Upon opening the office, we embarked
upon a programme of inviting our clients
to tour the building. The refurbishment
has undoubtedly changed our working
methodology, made our clients more aware
of green technologies, and consequently
helped us to influence projects.

Interest from local policy makers has resulted
in visits from representatives of Islington
Council, along with members of the Islington
Climate Change Partnership. Islington
Council has used the office as a case study
in the emerging policy on fitting out existing
buildings with green measures.

Spreading the Word

Showcase

Case Study

London Open House is the capital’s largest
architectural showcase where members of
the public visit participating buildings that are
not usually open to the public. In one day
approximately 200 people toured the office.
They came to see what we have achieved
and to seek advice on the technologies we
have employed.

The practice invited the The Architects’
Journal to review our office refurbishment
and it subsequently featured as a case study
in ‘Greening Your Office.’

Open House provides a unique platform
from which to share best practice across the
whole industry and its supply chain.
In July 2012 JTP hosted a visit from
Coleridge Primary School’s Green Team,
where a group of school children came
to the office to learn about the building’s
sustainable technologies.

Awards
Our exemplary refurbishment has won:
Carbon Reduction, Runner up
Green Business Innovators 2011

Sustainability & Innovation Award
CoreNet Global’s UK Chapter
Awards 2010

Commercial Building Category,
Highly Commended
Retrofit Awards 2010

Green Buildings and Facilities, Winner
Green Business Awards 2010

Sustainable Transport
(Medium/Large Business), Winner
Giant Green Business Awards
Islington Council, 2010

Sustainable Building of the Year
City of London
Sustainable City Awards 2010

London Studio
23-25 Great Sutton Street
London EC1V 0DN
+44 (0)20 7017 1780
www.jtp.co.uk

Edinburgh Studio
Venue Studios
21 Calton Road
Edinburgh EH8 8DL
+44 (0)131 550 6600
www.jtp.co.uk

